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Thomas Todd
Prominent Chicago Attorney,

Thomas Todd Addresses
Law Luncheon
Without a doubt, the highlight of
all the Law Week festivities was
the Luncheon on Friday, April
7th. Besides being treated to an
excellent repast and listening to
kudos extended to Professors
Willis and Stevenson for their
efforts on behalf of the Mock
Trial Team, we had the pleasure
of the company and comments of
Chicago attorney Thomas Todd.
Mr. Todd is a superlative
speaker, able to entice and
capture his audience by his
inspiring
oration.
Mr. Todd's lecture concerned
itselft with "Law and your
Access to Justice." He traced
the difficult course minorities in
this country have had to take in
order to gain basic liberites such
as the right not to be sold, thr
right to be a citizin, the right to
vote, the right to equal educational opportunities, and the
right to compete equally for
jobs.- Starting with the Dred

Scott decision Mr. Todd examined the snail paced progress the
Blacks and other minorities have
made in expanding their access
to justice in all forms.
Beyond addressing us on the
Constitutional history of the Civil
Liberties movement Mr. Todd
stressed that the heart of all
possible solutions and improvements lay with the attitudes that
we, as the lawyers, judges, and
administrators of the future,
foster within ourselves as we
now sit within our law school
buildings in all parts of the
Nation. We damn well better
learn to accept and get along
with
each
other.
After completion of his speech
Mr. Todd and the law school
community was invited over to
DTP for a reception in Mr.
Todd's name. While there Mr
Todd continued to discourse
with a number of students on the
present state of affairs between
Black-White relationships and
minority
problems.

·Friends, Family,people we haven't seen

The last issue of the Forum will
come out the last week of
classes. It is expected to be
different in kind from previous
issues, because the tone and
flavor will be satirical, humorous and slightly bawdy. Traditionally, this issue has been
called The Sorghum, and is
suppolsed to reflect the panic,
hysteria, and creative talents of
law students. It should be a fun
issue and can permissably poke
fun or criticism at any subject
matter about Weseman Hall.
Examples for . creative writing
could include faculty, curriculum, Dean, former dean, abortion, sports, gossip or upcoming
exams. ·
The Sorghum also
should reflect the artistic talents
of law students as people--so we
will publish any drawings, poetry, short stories, or cartoons,
subject only to my editorial
discretion.
Now, the.point is I do not have
all of these numerous talents
myself··fiDY of you who could
create copy in the ne:xt two
weeks or allow publication of
things you have already written,
please submit the aricles to
eith~r Terry Kerley or I by April
26th. One last thought--this is
the final issue for all outgoing
third year students. There must
be something that can be said
about them individually and as a
group.
Faculty, students, staff--everyone is encouraged and expected
to write .something! This is the
first attempt to publish The
Sorghum in three years and the
staff needs you desperately.

him for quite some time. Mr.
Bartelt also grumbled his contribution
to
the
affair.

Friday evening, April 7th found
about 200 people of the law
school and Valparaiso com-m
unity enjoying the Annual Delta
Theta Phi Faculty Roast. This
year the Honoree was Judge
Russel Willis. Our own "Mr.
Procedure" himself. Professor
Meyers admirabley conducted
the course of the evening as the
Masters of Ceremonies. Among
those doing the Roasting was a
professor who was a visiting
teacher here three years ago.

Law Day Dinner-Dance--

Sorghum

Willis Roasted

for awhile

All was not lost on the ocassion
as Mr. Willis went home with a
gift of wine and a box of candied
·
spice.

Clinic Brief Affirmed
•
In
Supreme Court
Ray Berger and John
Lanning, third year students
participating in the Clinic Program, have done what few law
students ever receive the opportunity to do and the honor of
accomplishing. Ray and John
wrote an appellate brief concerning one of their Clinic cases that
was sent for review, as a matter
of right, to the United States
Supreme Court. Recently, the
Supreme Court affirmed the
original decision in their case,
upholding the arguments that
John and Ray propounded.
We Recognize and applaud
their hard work and ultimate
victory.
Our School gains
immeasurably from such an
achievement by its students.

Mr. Schriener flew up from
Houston when he heard the
Roastee was to be "The Judge"
He presented his own unique
view of the capabilities and
hobbies of Mr. Willis, as did the
other speakers.
It was a
different Judge that was seen
through the comments of an
attorney who argued before him,
one of Willis' law partners, and a
local attorney who has known

We offer John and Ray our
sincerest congratulations and
hope they will not be embarrased by our sense of pride in them
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Congrats to Top Students

Dick Coffee- C'mon Dick- Smile a little!

As usual, the annual Law Day
Banquet provided everyone with
an opportunity to dust off their
best cloth~s and enjoy a good
meal, several drinks, and dancing 'till i1 am. The awards for
academic excellence " .... h c.Y'en
out to the students who justly
merit them. Keith Vandenberg
won the Advocacy Award- a
hearty congrats to him. The
reigns of government passed to
Joe Jaskowiak and his new crew.
We wish them luck in the coming
year. All in all the evening
provided a needed ocassion to sit
back, relax, and forget the
frustrations an~ cares of being
legal scholars.

Congratulations to the following students on attaining the
highest grades in courses they
were studying: Tony Bertig,
Arthur Boos, Richard Browne,
Chris Buonanno, Dennis Carlson, Richard Coffee, Charles
Covey, Elizabeth Gavrielides,
Daniel Lane, John Lanning,
Terry Miller, Daniel Murphy,·
Richard Palmer, James Roehrdanz, J. Schmidt, KathrynSchmidt, Eugene Schoon, Susan
Schulze-Oaasen, Donald Seberger. James Todd, David Westendorp, and Keith Vandenberg.
Congratulations also to Gene
Schoon, Richard Coffee, and
Keith Vandenberg for being
named first in their respective
classes.

THE FORUM

Reflect·ons on a Year
Editorial
by Charles Weiner
In the past year the VU School
of Law has seen many changes, a
new Dean, a new placement
office, a new assistant librarian,
and several new professors.
These changes were for the
better, and we hope the good
will continue.
It was a very reactive year.
when students saw problems,
they sought solutions. Whether
the problem was the hourly
parade through the library to
leave the building, or the slow
disappearance of books, corrections came quickly.
This is not to say that our job is
over, the task is done. Within
the library, there is still an
important need for individual
study units so that capacity can
be increased. Money should
also be budgeted for current
periodicals, whether it is Newsweek, Fortune, or whatever, the
student must be aware of what is
occurring outside of Valparaiso.
Moreover, more newspapersin addition to the WSJ and The
New York Times should be
received. The feasibility of a
24-hour library should be investigated. For those working and
attending school simultaneously,
an access equivalent to the
non-workers should be expected.
The placement office cou.Jd be
VU' s most important asset.
With proper morale and financial support, our graduates worst
fears-no jobs-will not be real·
ized. A proper first step could
be an organized intern program
encompassing a several-county
area.
Through coordination,
much of the waste that occurs
when dozens of law students
seeking clerkships duplicate efforts can be avoided.

Theissueofsununerschooland
accelerated graduation has surfaced again. For those married
and area people who habitually
study or do not wish to waste
three months of the year, VU
offers few alternatives.
Six
credit hours maximum is insufficient. Prompt attention must b
e given to this problem which
affects many.
Other items of note include the
revision of our catalog to contain
a more realistic reflection of
courses actually taught. Along
with the informational system
needs improvetm. . ats so that
important announcments are not
missed. Graduation ceremonies
should be separate from the
undergrads, and diplomas
should be available in the law
school so that the graduates
need not compete with the
undergrads at the business
office in long lines.
Finally, it is our hope that
future hiring policies will include
the student's voice before contract signing rather than afterward, since in the past, this has
not been true. We will be losing
four faculty over the summer,
Professors Dawson, Hennig,
Nelson and Potter along with our
wonderful library desk clerk,
Jeanne Schroeder, so we will
again have the opportunity to
assist in the selection process.
We only wish those persons
leaving our very best.
The potential is here.
Our
school has made great strides in
the past. Expansion. Minority
programs. Successful alumni. It
is up to us to continue the
progress and remind the faculty
and the powers in control that we
are interested in the finest
education and more. Neither
can be ignored.

Appelate Bri~fs
and Other Ethical
•
Conside ations_
by Kathy K. Kubiak
A high point, or low, depending
upon your particular views
toward oral advocacy, is presently underway at Weseman Hall.
Entering the Courtroom any day
after 3:30, one can watch flailing
or confident first year students
in their first attempt at oral
argument.
Some advocates,
according to the ever-flowing
Valpo grapevine, have done
exceptionally well, and are no
doubt marker for truly famed
future days in court.
Of course, at this point we must
consider the fine preparation
first year students were furnished by our respective T.A. 'sand
our Legal Problems prof, Gene
Hennig.
While our T.A.'s
provided us with horror stories
of being given impossible to
answer questions by sadistic
judges, and the importance of
maintaining a confident, yet
cordial air toward our judges,
(translates, dont't be cocky),
Gene Hennig reminded us to
dress nicely, and to be polite at
all times. This advice, no doubt,
had some effect on the students,
and with good results; so far, no
one has shown up for his
argument in the de rigeur Valpo
uniform; blue jeans, or gotten
into a verbal or physical fight
with the judges.

criminal case, upon being told by
his client, that the client had
committed to crime, was boliged
to allow discovery of that fact to
the prosecutor? The response by
Judge Willis, stressing the sanctity of privileged communications, the obligation of the
prosecutor to prove his case
against the defendant, and the
obligation of the defense attorney to defend his client, gullt or
innocense notwithstanding, was
nothing short of outstanding. It
appears clear that any of us who
eventually practice criminal law
will no doubt undergo some
moral dilemma in having to
defend a person for whom we
have nothing but moral disapproval, if not downright contempt. It is clear that one's
personal disapproval or indignation has nothing to do with the
quality of legal ability with which
we will serve our client. Does
the societal deveiate deserve any
less protection in our courts than
the exemplary citizen who unaccountably goes beserk and commits qa crime?
Analagously, an example can
be shown of a drunk who walks
through the streets, and who
falls into an unprotected hole
left by a negligent contractor.
Should the drunk's own negligence excuse that of the contractor? The court in this case

Myers Thanks
Law Helpers
As retired vice-president of the
SBA (whewffff), I would like to
take this opportunity to publicly
thank all those who assisted in
p-utting together the Jaw day
festivities. Special thanks go to
Steve "Hot Dog" Tuuk, Joe
Jaskowiak, and Shelly Wright
for handling the foot at the
picnic. Les Allison saved us
more than a few dollars in
procuring the liquor, while Geof
Wiggins, Keith Vanderberg, and
Hugh Martz, and truck, helped

deliver same to the Hall. Special
thanks also go to Melissa Nelson
and George Burgasser for help·
ing in getting Mr. Todd as a
speaker, and also to Frank Dalla
for helping with the tickets.
Commercially, thanks are in
order to Trail-Inn Liquors and
Boy-Conn Printers. Knowing
that I have forgotten a few
names, thanks to all those who
assisted in some small or large
way.
DAve Myers

Gail Hamrn
Teresa Kerley
Kathy Kubiak
Jan Terbush
Dave Myers
Frank Davila
Don Cyze
Nora Herndon
Charles Weiner
D. Tony Beach

Managing Editor
Staff Photog
Sports Editor
Business Manager
Layout
Layout
Page Editor
Local Affairs

Melissa Nelson
Debra Luzietti
Jill Olsen

What is the connection between
this exemplary instruction and

exemplary results? The most
obvious is that by unstinting and
caring teaching, students will
learn those things vital to their
profession, things not taught in
the non-stop drone of our
substantive courses. This is, in
effect, the crucial difference
between a law school, and a
school dedicated to the training
of legal technicians. The Jaw
school teaches moral considerations for what we do as lawyers,
the technical school is devoted to
black-letter law, and no consideration givent to the ethical
considerations from which no
lawyer can divest himself.
Valpo, in the recent throes of a
reputation-increasing hysteria,
must devote itself to producing
and guiding the development of
lawyers who not only know the
current law, but can apply an
understanding of current law
and past doctrines, to the
practice of law, and the development and change which occurs
almost daily, in our courts.
Is VU School of Law meeting
this challenge? A recent occurrence in a first year class belies
the illusion. A first year student
queried Prof Willis during a
lecture on the scope of discovery: Should an attomey in a

succinctly noted that ''Not only
is the drunk entitled to a safe
street upon which to walk, but,
he is twice as badly in need of
itlflff
The self-proclaimed ''guilty"
client, as personally distasteful
as he may be, is similarly not
only entitled to exemplary coonself, but twice as much in need
as the ''innocent'', upstanding
client. It is clear that the grasp
of this concept should be as
much a goal of our legal
education as teaming the essential elements of a negligence
case, the common Jaw property
rules, or even, how to ~y
show one's respect for the court.
Kudos to Judge W'tllis for
providing the first year class
with an important facet of the
mindset of the ethical lawyer. I
find it regrettable that such
insights on ethical behavior
occur so infrequently in this
institution. Perhaps, with an
increased interest in the reputation of the VU School of Law,
increased attention will be paid
to the early exposure of the first
year law students to the ethical
considerations of their chosen
profession.
Or maybe, like chivalry, the
training of the ethical attorney is
a dying tradition.

I -out time gain, kiddie .
For th e of you who will be
feeling plea ed about how the
finals went, nd tho e who ·n
cont mplatin revenge on ~divid
ustl profe ors--the SBA end of the
year extr v g nza will be 'ri y
evening , M y 12, 8-1 Q .m., at the
elegant meri n Legion Hall in
cenic downtown Valpo. there will
be nacks , drink , d ncing,
drin , lots of fun, and drinks •..
Admission i fr:
so there is
nothing stopping you from coming
and forgetting how good or how
rotten this lousy year has b en.
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n e way
Gromley ecr iti g fo
VU • Rev. Basebal Tea

Rumor has it that negotiations
are progressing sm~y in the
signing of Bob Dylan to next
year's faculty. Lawyers for Dylan
report that, "he's trying to get out
of the Malibu Beach swinging
scene and into something more
dignified." However, he's still
balking at the $13,500 starting
salary.

The VU front office has been
mum on the subject. Dean Ehren
is currently out of town and the
hearsay is that they are presently
conferring.. Chat'les- Gromley is
one of Dylan's faculty sponsers as
Gromley heard Dylan plays a
mean shortstop and wields a hot
bat.

Dylan
is
reportel
reportedly interested in teaching
FAmily Law, Criminal Law and
taxation.

ABA Accreditation Adios
•
R outine:soon~:r::s
•
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A ABA Accreditation Committee ambled through the hallowed halls of Weseman last week.
They poked and pried their way
into the library, classrooms, facul·
ty offices, Law Rev. -oflices, and
even the Forum office in their
ceaseless effort to determine if we
deserve the honor of a nod of the
head from the American Bar
Association.
They beard all about our
marvelous plans to eipand the
library;(if and when there'smoney( and our hopes to expand
the Clinic.( if and when there'smoney ,and with luck before it
closes down due to 1act of
interest). How we're going to
upgrade the quality of faculty by
insisting that faculty members
add their literary talents to the
ever-growing mountains of legal
manuscripts that threaten to de·
vour our profession whole. How
the faculty will indeed be paid
more.(when there's money). How
the curriculum will not remain
stagnant but blossom out to
include myriad mind expanding
and relevant courses. (if and when
there's money and faculty to do
so.)
They beard that some students
like the new Dean- and some
don't. They learned that some
students enjoy the way certain
professors teach certain courses

and other pupils are infuriated
with the same course and prof.
They observed passive and not-sopassive students, discovered that
even adult students will fake
interest in a course when a
stranger is present. in the classroom.(and then laugh and give a
sigh of relief when the observor
leaves.) They encountered the
content student, the bitter student, the vocal character and the
quiet voice. They wf".... "'anded
some bullshit lines of placating or
complaining nonsense and occasionally a sentiment smacking of
honest truth. They encountered
nothing they and other committees have not seen or heard
before in countless other law
schools; not in Harvard, Yale,
Stanford, John Marshall, Detroit
College
of
Law.
Are they going to recommend
accreditation? Probably, though
they may have to threaten us to
get a few things accomplished.
(See, Library, above 7 Forum 1.
1978) The bottom line is that we
are no different than most law
schools, we have the same problems and aniieties. We, too, have
good points and long range hopes;
a diversity of student attitudes
and gripes. And lite most other
institutions this law school will
survive, and probably improve.
Just like everyone else is doing.

BARD Wins Trophy
For anyone who really cares,
BARD snatched the ever-importan
t, truly meaningful Law School
Softball Title last Thursday. In
other words, th~ reign of the Hairy
Hand ended in a slaughter.
.BARD triumphed 12-6 to the

7.;~

never-ending delight of a certain
ex-sports writer and Sports Commissioner Chris Hunt.
The
illustrious names of the BARD
team will be forever memorialized
on our magnificent Soft'ball Trophy. Try again next year,
Hairy Hand.

Seniors!•

:e.e:: u:m th=
unsuspecting world third year
emembersofour Law community.
• yes, they've finally made it:they're about to enter the Big
: "R.W." Many Congratulations.
• It's only been three long years
: since they all stood around looting
:lost at Orientation. Some are now
•planning on how they can arrange
•Ia week's vacation between grad·
uation and commencin~r oractice

1.

ofoureliteprofession: Some are
wondering how they can come up
with a job to end an apparently •
permanent vacation. Good Luck
to
both
groups. •
R~member-. pr_acdce your :
professional ethics lite, all goo:ct •
lawyers should, and don t despau :
if th~ job m~k~ loots bleak· after :
all, if nothing comes up you~ :
alwavs retum to teach at good ole •
VU Law.
;J

J

ti•••••••••••••naauu••z•••••••
..Ava1lab
•~!••••k
&
ochers
G a il H arnm.
For Summer ..f- J?all
J•
Frank D a viia- pomt
. bas
For any~ne at. thisany mterest m the
o
Long
From
subject,
the
subject. lockers. ~or
S
any student who will be spending
the summer here
of acting
the F oruin
normally and going on vacation, a
locker
be obtained for the
is

instead

can

The Forum would like to extend
their tha.n.ts to graduating seniors
Gail H. Hamm and Frank Davila.
Gail was co-editor and many a
time came up with a story or
editorial we desperately needed to
fill up our otherwise blank pages.
Good luct in the grand •ole state
llf Connecticut next year, Gail.
Frank was our business manager
and as such consistently came up
with the ever-popular wendy's
coupons and kept us able to pay
our bills by finding people willing
to put ads in a paper read by only
300 or so people. Thanks for your
time and effort, Frank. It was
greatly appreciated.
ALSO·ThaDks for not bitching
about paying for the pizzas the
nights we were up till7 or 8 a.m.,
putting out this journalistic effort.
AU good fortune down in Tens
next year.
The Forum Staff

summerpPLUS next semester, all
for the measly price of five bucks
(approximately the price of two
cheap sa packs of beer). Think of
it, five dollars entitles you to a
large, spacious locker, completely
burglarproof, for the period of sa
months. Students interested in
this chance of a lifetime should
contact George Burgasser or
somebody in the SBA office for
more
information.
NOTICE: Those students currently in possession of a locker are
reminded that come the end of
finals, all books must be removed
and your lock taken off. Should
you fail to remove your lock, most
likely nothing will happen, but
knowing the fine moral standards
of the average Valpo law student,
you certainly won't want to
deprive your fellow student of the
pleasure of possessing his own
locker. Remember, spring those
locks/

Remember Orientation When
You Were a First Year Student?

~
· at Valparaiso School of Law.
(students presently representing
Larry Flynt)
464-5434
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upon successfuly completing
their notes on various aspect of
legal brilliance, the following
students were named full-fledged
members of the editorial board of
the law review.
The new
members of the editorial board are
Deidre Bergman
John Dennison
Jou Ftsber
John Johnson
Special congratulations to Bob
Clark, who was named Editor-in·
Chief for the 1978-1979 school
year. Best of luck and congratulations to all the new members of
the editorial board. Realize you
are now fully entitled to rip apart
new L. Rev. Members instead of
having your own wort beaten to
death. Keep up the bard wort,
team!

New Moot Court
Members Selected
Tryouts were recently held to fill
the sa vacant positions on the
Moot Court Team. Moot Court
hopefuls faced two tryouts, the
preliminaries, and than the finals.
Nine students passed through the
rigors of the prelimiDa.ries, and
from the final competition, ~e
following sa first-year class
members were chosen for next
year's Moot Court teams. The
new Moot Court members are:
Donn Wray
Steve Maish
Mark Fraundoerfer
Julie Blackbum
Mike Drayton
Norm Breen
Congratulations to the new Moot
Courts members, and here's
wishing you the best of luck next
year. Here's hoping that you
realize how much backbreaking
labor you have let yourself in for,
in additions to the otherwise
outrageous schedule you wUI be
facing next fall.

Case Comment
Competition

. \

••Never on Su~ · · •
""The Man•• • -·-·-·-·..~~ Teddies • Camisoles

NewL.Rev.
Staff& Board

9-5, Monday - Friday; 1<U2, Saturday

UNIVERSITY .
B<DK CENrER

Valparaiso University

464·5421

q

In an unprecedented move at the
Valparaiso School of Law, the
Case Comment competition held
by the ever-searching-for-legalwriting-talent law review, will be
held during this coming summer.
F~rst year students will choose
and have approved their case for
the writing competition, and will
than proceed to research and write
their comment during those other·
wise pleasant lazy summer
months of vacation. Case comments will be due some time
during the first few weeks of
classes, and decisions of which
comments will be accepted will be
released soon thereafter. Those
students selected will than proceed to write a Note, which, upon
successful completion and accept·
ance, will allow them to receive an
invitation to join the Law review.
First year students interested 'in
this writing competition are urged
to select a case soon, since the
most interesting cases are being
snatched up more quickly than the
class notes of the most bright
students in the class(said notes
being left unguarded for seconds
at a time).
If you don
t mate your case selection soon,
you'D probably get stuck with
some boring property topic,(apol·
ogies to you, Admiral Nelsoa,)
and than your chances for getting
on the law review are swat.
Students interested should see
Jack Johnson, Executive Editor in
charge of case comments, in the
Law Review office, for approval of
case and writing instructions.
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A Proposal for a Reputation of Excellence
Hugo E. Martz
Some time ago, you, the Forum,
asked me to submit my written
thoughts on a subject of my
choice. I would like to comment
on a growing concern of mine,
which is, as we strive to improve
the law school, that we make
Christ's teachings a living, vital
part of the Valpo legal education
process. My thoughts are in part
the result of Lenten season
reflections and the feelings of
hope and aspiration I get from
Spring. It is particularly appropriate for us to consider this
concern right after Lent and our
Law Week Celebration. This is
the season when we can try to
bring the " personal" and the
"professional" together into a
more meaningful, consistent focus.
At the outset I want to be clear
that I feel I have been woefully
inadequate at practicing, in tlie
courses I teach, what I am about
to Preach. My suggestions call
for a collective striving and
growth, faculty and students
working together.
.........t tDbe ctear that I
..,....., as a law school
community, to eumine the
values of other religions and for
us to be open to persons of other
faiths. However, I contend that
our Christian ties require us to
actively seek and manifest Chris·
tian values as a part of our law
studies at Valpo.
Recently it was suggested that
our law school will gain a
reputation 1) when our graduates impress colleagues in the
profession and in legal education,2)when they are employed
by national governmental ageD·
cies and large corporations, 3)
when we e:qland the curriculum
and the size of our faculty, and 4)
when we enhance faculty skills
and prestige by publication and
involvement in professional act·
ivities.
These are all worthy goals in
the quest for a sound reputation.
I believe we should prepare our
graduates to work in all areas of
the law in many different
settings. I also hope that our
graduates seek diversity of em·
ployment . That is healthy. I
suggest, however, that the basic
focus and emphasis of our
reputation-seeking within the
environment of our church-relat·
ed school must be on the
Christian values which speak of
who we are and what we aspire
to be 8.s persons and professionals.
If we are to be, as an
institution, what we taY we are,
we are required to struggle with
Christian values, and to deal
with them pervasively throughout our law school curriculum. If
we truly befieve what we say we
believe, then the application of
Christian principles must be the
most important aspect of our
legal educational process. We
simply c&llDOt be a Christian
institution and avoid facing
Christian values as they apply
through the law. nt.t would be
hypocrisy.
Valparaiso University's motto
is "In thy light we see light."
We are made special by that
faith, and it compels us to live
and offer a special message.
The University catalog says that
" Thought, feelings, and e:qlressions are always involved in
human action ..• •As a church·
related institution, the Univers·
ity sees knowledge of the
Christian tradition as essential to
the educated man (person) ... ".
According to Thomas L. Shaf·
fer, former Dean of Notre Dame
Law School, law faculties at what
were once thought to be the
great Christian universities now
appear uninterested in their
heritage, if not ashame<! of it.

Few faculties have made the
effort to retain their Christian
character and heritage in teach·
ing the law.
Shaffer notes that most students and graduates of these
institutions, like most Christians
in the American legal profession, remain committed to the
defense of power and wealth.
Ironically, legal assistance to the
poor and powerless has develop·
ed from agnostic roots. In short,
too many legal educators at
Christian-related law schools,
while admitting privately the
value of Christian values and
beliefs, have hidden their candles under bushels.
··-some of the key - questions
facing us at Valpo are: l)Do we
have something special to offer
by way of Christian values? 2) Is
there a societal need we should
address through our values that
few others are fulfilling? 3) Are
we willing to commit ourselves
to that task?
There are some very important
reasons for emphasizing Christian values in our approach to
legal education.
FJI'St, we
believe, by virtue of our heritage
and committment, that Christ
said some very relevant things
about life. Secondly, perhaps
now more than ever before, the
American people yearn for the
means to achieve community
and integrity within a complex
society. The law, which provides
the framework for an orderly
society, has a significant impact
on our individual lives in this
regard.
Lawyers who value
Christian ideals are called to
apply Christian principles in the
law. Thirdly, the fact that few
other church-related law schhols
are livingup to their original
committments makes it even
more imperative that we five up
to ours.
I am reminded that many of the
applicants to our school apparently e:qlect a certain Christian
influence because they speak of
it as one of the special attractions, in the essay protion of
their applications. I wonder if
we are fulfilling their e:qlecta·
tions by our performance.
To me, it is not as important for
all of us at Valpo to believe that
Christ is the Son of God as it is to
believe that what He said is
highly relevant to life, as much
today as it was two thousand
years ago.
As a Christian
institution we ought to be
cattying the special message of
His teachings to the public
through our graduates.
Central to Christ's teachings is
the relative importance of people
and property. He said we should
love people and use property,
instead, we are often caught up
in using people and loving
property. He also said that
relationships among people are
the essence of life; that how we
relate to each other directly
determines our relationship to
God. His commandment "Love
thy neighbor as thyself'' means
that we find God in our brothers
and sisters, and in the transaction of goods and services which
will mutually help them and
ourselves to be norished and to
grow. Perhaps most difficult for
us to understand and apply is
what He said about sacrifice,
they key to true living. He said
we should die unto ourselves,
while yet alive, for the benefit of
others, must like a grain of what
planted in the soU germinates
and dies in order to send forth
green shoots of new life.
What does all of this mean to
persons who are lawyers and
who pursue their profession in a
capitalistic system in which
there is a great deal of emphasis
on property, commercial trans·

actions, money, profits, etc?
What does it mean for a patent
lawyer working for Shell Oil
Company or a FTC or Justice
Department attorney, someone
practicing in a 100 person
Chicago firm, or a sole practi·
tioner in Know, Indiana? In
what ways, if any, should
Christian values affect us differ·
ently in our personal identities
compared to our professional
roles as lawyers?
The Christian approach may
open new, innovative, and expansive vistas of legal thought.
It may cause faculty and student,
lawyer and client to focus on the
deepest mysteries and values of
self and each other. It may lead
the lawyer to view the e:qlres·
sion of concern as more import·
ant at times than legal principles
and tactics, that not every
perceived problem needs a legal
solution, and that a client's
personal growth may be vastly
more effective than the strict
application of the law. It may
mean the recognition of the
commonality of human feelings
and goals. We may become
aware of the need for sharing
feelings and for goals which
incorporate feelings.
I believe that we must stake our
claim on a reputation that is
earned by struggling in depth
with these kinds of basic issues.
This will enable our faculty and
graduates to make some signifi·
cant contributions to life's priori·
ties as we see them from the
Christian perspective.
We have many strengths upon
which to build. Ours is a unique
school--a community of caring
people, capable of caring much
more than we do. We are a
mixture of religions, races,
economic levels, personalities,
physical makeups, etc. We are
small enought--even with further
increase in size--so that we can
get to know each other pretty
well. We are special because we
have chosen to be influenced by
Christian principles and humanistic values.
We are fortunate to be affiliat·
ed with . a strong, organized
church which emphasizes Christ·
ian teachings.
We have a
tradition of being fairly open
with our opinions, criticisms,
and praises of each other. We
express anger and ''fight'' with
each other, but mostly with a
view toward growth and not
destruction. In general, our
faculty and students are dedicat·
ed to learning. Geographically,
we are uniquely located close to
a large metropolitan area, close
to prisons, mental institutions,
industry, and poverty.
We can ignore our Christian
values and our faculty will gain a
reputation by publishing the
typical kinds of things that meet
tenue requirements and gain
recognition to one degree or
another. But of what rat value or
benefit is that? Will we merely
tum out more traditional writings in already over-written
fields?
With little or no
Christian influence on legal
education, our students can still
seek and gain employment in
large corporations and national
governmental agencies.
But
what will that profit us? W'tll we
have merely placed graduates of
fung ible quality in already
glutted markets?
A national reputation staked on
such self-interest is not enough.
It denies who we are and the
overall vital purpose we are
· capable of serving. It prevents
us from reaching our fullest
potential.
We are capable of being a
specially committed community
of scholars. We are capable of
makin2 that committment come

law, and to thereby earn the
complete reputation of what we
are and aspire to be.
By
fulfilling our beliefs we will earn
the unique reputation of excellence we seek.

alive and relevant in fulfilling a
vital societal purpose. We are
capable of being a community of
faculty, students, and graduates
seeking Christian values in the

Tri-State Moot
Team Excels
The Valparaiso Tri-State Moot
Court team took third place in a
competition involving 12 teams
from law schools in mdiana,
Kentucky, and Ohio.
The team, consisting of firstyear students Steve Maish, Mike
Drayton, and Donn Wray, witl:.
Robert Zapolis as alternate,
argued in four rounds held at the
University of Kentucky at Lexington over March 31st to April

1st.

from the U Diversity of Cincinnati.
Because Moot Court provides
an excellent means of building
Valparaiso's reputation, as well
as providing direct benefits to
the participants in the form of
valuable experience, the members of the Tri-State Moot Court
team and their "Coach", third
year student Chris Hunt, intend
to explore other Moot Court
opportunities in the form of more
competitions in which Valpo can
:enter teams.
The members of the team
would like to e:qlress their
appreciation to the faculty members and third year students who
helped them in preparation and
practice, with special thanks to
Chris Hunt who accompanied
the team to Lexington to act as
road manager and advisor.

-

Of the four arguments, the
team participated in, they won
three and lost one, ending up
with a total of SSI points. The
first place team scored 581
points.
All of the teams from other
schools consisted of second or
third year students, thereby
making the Valpo team the
youngest in the competition.
Valpariaiso was out-pointed by
an Ohio State team and a team
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Law Day

New Gov't Job Road Rally
Guide Published
By Ch arl e s We ine r

Ever see a more motley crew?

Lto R: Ray Berger and Friend, our own
Mr. Stevenson and Tom& Jane Stammel

The normal perL of the press
include admissions to the openings of symphonies, theatrical
performances, movies, art galleries and other events. Sometimes this includes free products. However, the FORUM is
not a member of that press.
Therefore we have no obligation
to review or promote those same
events and products. But when
a boot is published with its sole
purpose the benefit of a small
class of persons-namely us- the
obligation does exist to inform
our
readers.
The American Bar Association
has just released the 1978
Washington Want Ads- A Guide
to Legal Careers in the Federal
Government.
Authored bySusan Gilmore, The Ads
represents the most e~nsive
guide to legal careers m our
government- the larges single
employer of lawyers in this
country. The boot lists complete
and concise descriptions of thousands of jobs in more than a
hundred legal offices in the
country's executive departments, judicial organiza~ons,and independent agenctes.
Each listing contains information
on job locations, qualifications
needed, salary, promotional possibilities, and when and
how to apply. In addition, the
Ads lists the available summeremployment opportunities for
law
students.
According to the October 1975
Civil SericeCommission statistics, there are over 13,500
attorneys working for the federal
government in general practice.
The figure does not include
patent att~eys, law cle~~·
hearing exammers and administrative law judges. Nearly ha!f
are located
washington with
the remaining in field offices
scattered troughout the U.S.
The ratio of male to female
attorneys is ten to one.
Mederal attorney is assured of
two comforts; a steady flow of
business and no worries about
collecting the bills. There are
psychic rewards as well; the
realization that the work involves
legal controveries pertaining to
issues of national significance
that can hve repercussions for
millions of citizens. The finan.
cial rewards include a starting
salary of $14,000-$17,000 with a
top salary of over 540,000.

In the legislative branch, the job
listings range from the Library of
Congress to the Architect of the
Capitol. The Judicial bran~h
offers opportunities to cle~t ~
Supreme Court and to practice m
the U.S. Customs and Tu
Courts. The Executive branch
offers jobs in the Cabinet legal
departments of JUD, HEW,
Transportation, Commerce, Interior, Labor, and other nonCabiniet agencies. The independent agencies contain the
most Diversity. From ACI10N
to SEC, The Civil Aeronautics
Board to the Federal Trade
Commission, and Panama Canal
Company to the Tennessee
Valley
Authority.
The WAshington Want Ads are
available for $7.50, or SS.OO if
you are a member of the ABA
Law School Division of the ABA.
Write: Dept. 527 1155 E. Street,
Chicago, 60637. This book is a
must for all first and second year
students whose inklings run
towards government servi~.
Nor is it too late for graduating
students to avail themselves of
the boots benefi

The f"Irst Annual Law Day
Road Rally was succe~,;fully
completed Saturday April 7th.
The object of the hunt was to
follow a guideline of obscure
riddles concerning local scenes
and landmarks until the car,
driver, and with luck the passe~
gers , ended up in Rogers ~ar~ m
time for the Law Day Picmc.
Each correctly recognized clue
was
worth
5
points.
The activities started about
10a.m. with a complement of 15
cars raring to attack the 10.4
mile
course .
The winners of the first place
trophy were Jill OJ~on, D~
Lane(driver) and Debbte Luzetti.
With amazing perseverence
they racked up 197.5 (.5?) points
out of a possible 200. In second
place by grace of a flipped coin
were John Junke and his wife
Lynn. (195points)
The Tom
Stammel family (wife Jane and
two little girls) accepted third
place trophy for also running up
195
points.
The picnic itself was enjoyable
with the usual amount of beer
and hot dogs consumed.
It is sad to report that the
faculty defeated the wom~n ~aw
students in volleyball by WUllllDg
2 out of 3 straight games. They
won despite playing with beers
in one hand. Well. as they say"wait until next vear."
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The Women's Conference
-On the Road to Atlanta
By Gail Harnm
The Ninth Annual Conference
on Women in the Law was held
last weekend,april 6-9, in Atlanta, Georgia. Linda Burton and I
attended. The conference was
well attended considering the
ERA boycott underway, since
Georgia remains an unratified
state. Apparently, even President Jimmy Carter has no
influence within the Georgia
legislature. Several law schools
and women attorneys across the
country refused to come to
Georgia until the ERA is passed
there. The conference proceeded anyway with approximately
1200 people, (men and women)
in attendance. Indeed, those of
us who did attend had to do
some personal conscience and
soul searching to justify attendance in a hostile state.
The justifiCation for attending
was participating in an economic
boycott while in Georgia. The
Emory Law School arranged
alternative housing with Atlanta
families so those women attending would not have to patronize
the hotels in town.
I was
fortunate enough to sleep on the
floor in a prominent, leading
Atlanta woman's home.
She
shared her
about femi-

nism and we talked of a southern
strategy to gain ERA ratification. My hostess was a gracious,
warm person who enriched my
trip to Atlanta with her sensitive
perspective of our struggle as
womankind.
As the reader finishes this
report, it is conceivable to
believe that this National Conference was primarily, or only
about ratification of the ERA.
That is not a fair analysis. HaJ
this annual conferen e simply
been one more attempt to talk
about the Equal Rights Amendment, none of us would have
gone to Atlanta. It is true that
the focus in Atlanta was on ERA
It is also true that we patronized
only the local merchants who
had signed notarized affadavits
of their support for ERA. It is
important to understand, however, that these few things were
just part of Atlanta. We did
much thinking and talking and
eating about the ERA because of
our location. It was important to
us as women to make a
statement about the ERA while
we were present in the state.
We, those of us who decided
(painfully) to go, believed that
our presence in Atlanta as an
active, professional body in
support of ERA would be an

"We don't need
Vote, "We
\\t"'~e

effective, visible means of demonstrating our seriousness about
the Equal Rights Amendment,
and its importance to women
nationwide. It was also important that we demonstrated our
dedication to working on aU legal
and social issues concerning
women.
The latter point was what
Atlanta was really about. There
were workshops spread over
three days which emphasized
litigation and organizing techniques for every issue possible.
The workshops varied from Title
vn to representation of rural
women in Appalachia, from
custody rights to abortion and
sterilization abuse. These wortshops were conducted by active
womenlawyers,
someknown, some not. There were
three women present that I'd
lite to mention, simply as a
consciousness raising tool- to
show my male colleagues that
women are achieving the top of
their profession. Ruth Weyland,
lead counsel for the women
plain~s ~ Gene~ally Electric v.

everything
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country.
The other woman
whose name you must remember
had greated success before the
Revered
. Curiously, her
legal theory was not sex discrimination or equal protection. Not
so curiously, the woman attorney
argued before a different court.
Catherine Rorabeck, a leading
attorney from Yale, successfully
began women's recent stuggle
for equality through the courts,
in the landmark decision of
Griswold, v. Connecticut.
Atlanta was an inspiring experience for me as a person, as a
woman, and most importantly,
as an attorney.
We heard
leading speakers. Representative Shirley Chishold, lesbian
rights advocate Charlotte Bunch,
and New York City Council
President Carol Bellamy were aU
in Atlanta to share thoughts,
frustrations, and energies with
us.
The last comment that must be
made about Atlanta and this
conference; Headquarters for
the conference was the Peachtree Plaza Hotel (a supporter of
the ERA). I would recomment
that everyone visit the Peachtree, it is one very fancy hotel. It
is 70 stories tall, complete with
glass elevator on the outside of
the hot::l and a real late on the
ground floor
Atlanta night life is jumping; a
good city to live in if one is single
and seeking a social life.
The weather was 87 degress
every day. The dogbwoods were
in bloom.
Atlanta was a
throbbing city. The pulse beats
constantly. Unfortunately, the
throbbing is more painfully felt
by women.

Gilbert conducted a workshop on
pregnancy discrimination. Wendy Webster Williams, an assistant professor at Georgetown,
attended the conference. Ms.
Williams argued the 14th
Amendment Equal Protection
theory before the Supreme Court
in the case Gedulig v. Arello.
Both Ms. Weyland and Ms.
Williams were unable to persuade a majority of the Supreme
Court that women were being
discriminated against in this

_B:f:_SUME WRITING and T-Yl»lbl(i~
"'ofessional & Confidental
SANDRA STEPLER- HAJT0VIJ'I
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Sports Notes SpOrtS Notes Sports N(
Old Sports Writer ·
Never Die,
They Just Strike Out
by Dave

VU All-Stars
topple
Lawyers

My e ~

Well folks, here 1t is, Auld Lang
Syne time for Sports Shorts and
fearless sprts writer. With this
piece of journalism the kid will
wrap up a career which extends
from the Centralia High Sphinx,
thru the MacMurray Charybdis,
(I just wrote for 'em, I didn't
name them), the Naval Air
Station Alameda T'tmes, and
finally the· Forum. It's been
something I've always enjoyed
and usually done when I should
have been doing something else,
and this column is no exception.
(See, seminar paper due April
21).
But so much for the
maudlinisms. In this job the
important thing is to have
something to write about and
that is where you, the participants in the various and sundry
athletic activities come in. If you
don't get involved, and have a
good time, then there won't be
much for anybody to write about.
So stay active, enjoy life a little
bit in this madcap insanity we
call law school, and as Mr. Todd
suggested on Law Day, get to
know everybody a little bit
better.
On to current events... Rumors
are circulating that certain persons high in the administration
are somewhat opposed to the
Law Review's and faculty's
participation in the softball
league. Well, the faculty has
folded, although probably due
more to the lack of Berner,
Gromley, and Bodensteiner than
any other reason, and as for the
L. Rev.' s there is absolutely no
reason that the ''intellectual
superstars" can't go out and
have some fun, too. It has best
be noted that this school is
predominantly made up of midwestern men (and women) who
have grown up actively participating in athletics and some of
us take our softball pretty
seriously--so don't mess with our
gusto!!! rr
Considering the Law Review's
early season performance, maybe they should have listened to
persons noted above. . .(just
kidding). The folding of the
faculty squad was kind of hard to
live with, especially after their
strong second place finish last
year. Rumors must therefore be
dispelled that Dean Ehren is
really Charline Finley moonlighting and sold Gramley to
Tennessee, and Berner to Yale.
Free agent Hugh Martz has
joined the 20per cent, and other
deals are in the offing.
Unless otherwise noted, softball is progressing nicely. The
Nolos scored a big win with their
speder over the Hairy Hand and
should coast into the playoffs
with a 6-0 mark. Must also
announce the big Grudge Match
of the Year for next Wednesday
when the Hairy Hands tangle
with BARD. The edge, however,
has been removed as both teams
have lost early season contests.
Commissioner Hunt has also
announced that tourney plans
are underwa:y, with the opening

round getting underway on
Monday, Apri124, with the finals
scheduled for Thursday, April
27, complete with keg . . . Fearless Forecast--The · Holo's will
cop this year's Leagut. ':':.... .
(Kiss of Death, maybe ?) The
N.C.'s are playing good ball
while the BARD and Hairy Hand
show a bit of third year
conflicts--pregnant
poppas,
clerking, moot court judging,
etc.,etc. Give Juris Doctors (also
known as Juvenile Delinquents)
an outside shot along with the
20Per Cent... Tip of the Hat and
wave of the sports shorts to the
Weseman All-Stars for their
decisive victory over the Young
Layer's last Law Day. I also
understand that three All-Stars
who were clerking for firms
involved are looking for jobs.
.In other Law Day Sports, the
women were soundly whipped
by the faculty in their volleybally
contest and the schores shall go
unreported for my sake. (See
Luzietti and friends for further
details.). . .It WAS a strike,
Stochel. . . Despite charges of
nepotism, tip of the hat to road
rally winners Dan "A.J." Lane,
Jill Olson, and Mama Spaghetti
for their cross country win.
Hope that Ted and Tom get a
good one together for this fall ..
.BARD continues to lead, at
least from our figures, in the
chase for the intermural all
sports trophey. Jay Lauer is
currently handling both the
softball(16 inch variety) and field
day events.
BARD dropped
their only contest played to date
in that league.
Volleyball
continues to play around .500
and the bowlers could yet take
second in that league. Congrats
to Pepper Goad for picking up
some key points in badminton. I
think Pepper made it to the
semis before bowing out. If we
do win it Hunt, Lauer, and I may
stumble back to pick up the
trophy ....
And so it comes time to wrap up
the literary career with a bit of a
stroll down memory lane. There
have been some highlights--two
league football titles with BARD,
including our big win over the
Justice League of America in our
second year; basketball--the undefeated season last year with
the Hung JUry, and watching
Dave Geisler and Denny Logan
score from inside and outside,
respectively, reaching the softball finals our first year; and
there have some disappointments, last season in softball,
and not winning the title our first
year for two. But mostly I've
enjoyed the people, the friends
and acquaintances who participated with and against me over
the past three years and gave me
a lot to write about.
After
apologies to Chris Hunt for
bugging him about his hairline
for 36 months, thanks for your
time, this time.
Good luck and God Bless.
DHM.

*
*
*
***
*•
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DIAMONDS • WATCHES • JEWELRY

It is time to say goodbye to our
favorite roving sports reporter.
David H . . Mvef1' ( A/k/A.DHM)
friendly spoi+io page i-; about to
pass into the pages of history.
No more cute nicknames (no
more typing those cute nicknames! I!) no more humorously
reported athletic victories (or
disasters).
We, the Editors of this
journalistic effort, would like to
thank him.
And considering
what Dave's given work, time,
and good nature in the last three
years it is wholly inadequate.
Thanks for putting up with
switched deadlines, vague deadlines and panic deadlines; for
providing a consistently bright
spot of humor among our pages;
for always getting getting everyone's name right when we had a
photo; for never bitching; for
ALWAYS having columns in!
There isn't much else to say
Dave. We wish you all the best
and in your own grand style-"That's all for this time, thanks
for your time Dave, yours 'till
the
next
time:~

Rib-Eye Dinner
NOW$2.89
Chopped Sirloin Dinner
NOW$2.59

j*****************************1
~

ALL STARS COP LAW DAY
Tll.T
Playing on the wind-swept hills
of Roger's park, the Law School
Stars celebrated V. U. 's Law Day
with a 15-5 pummelling of the
local Young Lawyer's Division
squad, the Nolo Contenders.
Featuring several, but rapidly
aging veterans and V. U. alumni,
the practicing lawyers struck for
three runs in the opeing frame
with doubles by Bowman and
Steele being the big blows. The
students did not lay back,
however, and bounded back with
five in their half of the frame.
With one out Mike Cook
singled, "Daddy" Wiggins fol~
lowed with a base rap, and Kent
Schnack knotted the score with a
downhill homer. Jimmy Kraemer followed with a hit, "Slaw"
Denslaw hugged the line for a
double, and Ken "the Elder"
Anderson chased Kraemer home
with a sacrifice fly. Bumper
Hostetler ended the scoring with
a single that sent Denslaw home
with the fifth run of the inning.
The Weseman Wonders added
a pair in the second as Hessler
singled and Wiggs bombed one
for four bases. The All-Stars,
under the masterful tutelage of
"Wise Robert" Stocehl, put the
game neatly away in the third
with a seven run outburst. The
winners sandwuched seven singles around a walk, and then
added a solo run in the fourth
before coasting to the win. The
losers made a feeble rally of
sorts in the sixth inning against
the wiley reliever Dane ''Money
in the Bank" Sweigart. Sweigert, finishing up for the gnarly,
intense lover of baked beans,
Boo-Boo Walden, gave up a
single to Gary "D.A.'' Germann
and a double to John Hoehner.
The Nolo hurler,"ace" Chesek,
then chased both alumni runners
home with a single for the
practitioner's last appeal.
A
rematch has been set for May
20, with some 'token of professionalism, such as a large
container of some al~holic
beverage, being at stake.

Many
Many
Thanks
David

****

*

••****************************:

Lucky Steer Family Restaurants
East of Hwy.2 on U.S.30

Nolos Snap
Hand String
All good things must come to
an end and such was the case
:ast Tuesday afternoon as the
Nolo Contenders (second year
variety) s-.apped the ten-game
winning streak of the defending
champion Hairy Hand, 4-3. The
defending titlist' s drew first
bloolll with a solo run in the first,
the NC's of Teddy Oyler bounced back with three in the second.
John Smith started the frame
by reaching first with help of a
Hairy (read clumsy) Hand miscue. Oiff Duggan followed with
a double into the bushes before
Dan ''passing'' Lane lifted a
towering fly that was misplayed
into a double and two RBI's.
Lou Fisher than chased Lane
home with a rope single. The
Nolo's, a much-improved club
with the addition of Nick Bazan
and Oiff Duggan, tallied the
ultimate winner in their next
at-bats. "Boom-Boom" Bazan
unloaded a tremendous double
and went to third on Handlon's
base hit. John ."Name Player"
Smith then sent Bazan home
with a sacrifice fly.
Stoch' s boys kept the contest
tight with two in their half of the
third, but after that it was
defense and pitching, as Furry
Paw ace "Boo-Boo" Walden and
playing coach Ted "Ball of Fire"
Oyler traded scoreless innings.
The Hand, who had come into
the contest with a 2-0 mark,
pushed a man to third in the fifth
but left him stranded, and had
two runners on in the seventh
when the contest came to an
end.
The Nolo's had established
themselves as new contenders to
the Hairy Hand's crown with a
strong 9-1 win over the ''Gilberts
on Softball" squad.
Oyler's
marauders tallied two in the
first, five in the second, and two
more in the third to grab an early
lead and cost to their victory over
the first year squad. Four of the
Nolo's had two hits apiece while
LeMere had a pair of hits for the
losers.
In more recent action the
Dlusory Promises squeaked by
the 20Per-Cent with a tightly
played 22-20 victory.
Words
cannot describe what the scorebook looks like, so this writer will
not try. Rumors have it that
Pullman had three homers for
the losers and Ostojic two while
Sanderson had a pair for the
winnders.
Iron Man "High
Hugho" Martz was the loser,
while the winners were kind
enough to not indicate who
hurled for them, probably at
their pitcher's request.
A major indication of the
balance featured in this year's
league was the season opening
victory by the Juris Doctors over
the BARD. The fighters notched
a single run in the bottom of the
seventh, to grab to 16-15 win.
The Juris Doctors led 4-0, 6-2,
9-6, 12-9, before BARD's five
run fifth gave them a 14-12 lead.
The winners, however, were not
to be denied and pushed over
solo markers in each of the last
three innings to gain the win.
Heimsoth was the winner and
Sweigart the loser.
In other scores of games played
to date, the Hairy Hand won a ·
couple of games from the Law
Rev. and Gilberts . . .The Gil- ·
bert's trampled L. Rev. by a 34-9
and edged by the Solicitors 29-6.
L. Rev., who began the season
with such high hopes, were also
pounded by, as noted previously, the Hairy Hand, 28-5, or so.
And of course, the Faculty squad
folded, with all members being
declared free agents.

